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COMING TO TERMS 
The Inclusion Index
Common Terms in the 
Discourse of Social Inclusion
By Trang Luu
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CCESSIBILITY
 The equal availability of services, 
facilities, opportunities and resources to people 
belonging to disadvantaged groups. 
 https://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/residents/  
environment-and-planning/environment/  
accessibility/defi nition-of-accessibility/56334.  
article
LLY
 A member of a privileged group who 
acknowledges his/her advantages and works 
in solidarity with marginalised individuals and/
or groups to confront and dismantle systems of 
oppression.
 https://new.oberlin.edu/dotAsset/2012201.pdf
OSMOPOLITANISM
Derives from the Ancient Greek word 
kosmopolitês, which means “citizen of the world”. 
The ideology that all human beings deserve equal 
respect and belong to a single global community 
based on an inclusive, all-encompassing morality.
  https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ 
cosmopolitanism
ULTURAL PLURALISM 
A situation in which different cultural, 
racial and ethnic groups in a larger society can 
retain their distinctive identities without having 
to conform to the dominant culture, and receive 
equal rights and recognition. 
 http://scholarworks.wmich.edu/cgi/viewcontent. 
cgi?article=1178&context=jssw 
MPOWERMENT
The process whereby individuals and 
communities realise their capacity and gain 
the autonomy and self-conﬁ dence to achieve 
their own goals and inﬂ uence others to effect 
change. Empowerment can be achieved through 
self-help and/or external support, including the 
development of resources on multiple scales.
 http://www.gsdrc.org/topic-guides/voice-  
empowerment-and-accountability/supplements/ 
conceptualising-voice-and-accountability/
LASS CEILING
An unacknowledged or unseen, yet 
insuperable barrier that prevents certain 
demographics—usually women and minorities—
from obtaining further success beyond a 
particular level. This term is often used to refer 
to the challenges that women and minorities 
face in advancing their careers in the corporate 
hierarchy.
  https://www.dol.gov/dol/aboutdol/history/reich/
reports/ceiling.htm
ATE CRIME
A criminal act—usually violent—motivated 
by prejudice against the victim’s social group 
membership or afﬁ liation. Hate crime incidents 
may include, but are not limited to, physical 
harm, harassment, verbal abuse, vandalism and 
damage to property.
 https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/civil-rights/ 
hate-crimes
NTERSECTIONALITY
The interrelationship of multiple forms of 
discrimination associated with overlapping 
social identities, which creates a multifaceted 
system of oppression. For example, a lesbian 
woman of colour may simultaneously face 
homophobia, sexism and racism.
  http://www.newstatesman.com/lifestyle/2014/04/
kimberl-crenshaw-intersectionality-i-wanted-
come-everyday-metaphor-anyone-could
ARGINALISATION
The relegation of certain individuals or 
groups to the margins of the society on the basis 
of social bias. This phenomenon often involves 
limited access to rights and resources, and 
hinders meaningful social engagement.
 http://counselingcenter.syr.edu/social-justice/
impact-of-marginalisation.html
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ICROAGGRESSION
Casual verbal or non-verbal exchanges 
which intentionally or unintentionally convey 
demeaning messages towards people from 
disadvantaged groups. Microaggression may 
stem from implicit or unconscious bias.
 https://ampersand.gseis.ucla.edu/   
 microaggressions-what-you-need-to-know
THERING
Perceiving or treating an individual or 
a group as alien and deviant from the mainstream.
The practice of othering creates dynamics 
of superiority and inferiority by assigning 
undesirable qualities to the “other”, thereby 
reinforcing the supposed noble identity of the 
dominant group.
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.govpubmed/15090288
 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
9780470672532.wbepp184/abstract
RIVILEGE
A special right, advantage or immunity 
solely granted to a particular person or group due 
to their social status.
  https://www.vanderbilt.edu/oacs/wp-content/ 
uploads/sites/140/Understanding-Privilege-and-
Oppression-Handout.doc
CAPEGOATING 
The practice of unfairly assigning blame 
to a party who is an easy target for discriminatory 
treatment, thus allowing the dominant group to 
avoid responsibility for any arising issues. 
For instance, immigrants can be scapegoated 
for social instability.
  https://hub.wsu.edu/law-justice-realtime/2015/
12/17/islamophobia-the-stereotyping-and-
prejudice-towards-muslims-since-911
TEREOTYPE
A widely held, yet simplistic generalisation 
about a speciﬁ c type or group of people based on 
incomplete or inaccurate understanding.
 http://scholar.harvard.edu/fi les/shleifer/fi les/ 
stereotypes_june_6.pdf  
OLERANCE
The willingness to accept and respect the 
diversity of opinions, beliefs and practices which 
may be different from or conﬂ icting with one’s 
own.
 http://www.unesco.org/webworld/peace_library/
UNESCO/HRIGHTS/124-129.HTM
